When one thinks of future intervention, they should think that the war is here, is happening, and the enemy has power. A lot of power, unimaginable amounts. Even if not spiritually anymore, this is the case in influence and physically. Our efforts rival and our growth shrinks them, and vice versa.

One has to be a liar and an idiot to say that we have won on this current present. On the future, yes, but the future is coming actively and is not set in stone. The more we do, the more this is more clearly engraved in the stone, and the less that is done, the more stone remains without engraving.

The fact that we will require intervention from the outside is not a good sign, but rather, a sign that we require external help. Our planet is not faring on a positive direction and if it did in its entirety, there wouldn't be a need for us to be having duties to do and require external help.

It's important to understand the exactitude of the situation. When a military unit fights in the front-line on a region that is getting assaulted heavily [Our world in this case] during a brutal war, and the colonels receive information that we are going to have reinforcements coming in, we do not just drop our weapons, go lazy, and go Kumbaya, as there will be a bloodbath and everyone is going to go down.

Instead, you only get a higher morale and fight harder, and you want to ensure to do the best that you can and even fully sweep your enemy, so that when reinforcements arrive, you can proceed better and advance the war. It changes nothing in the outcome of it. As far as our planet is gone, we are sitting in the middle of this despite at the larger scale of things.

All statements about help and the future are to show that we are supported and backed up, not that everything is going to happen by someone else. This if anything means "HOLD YOUR LINE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE RIGHT NOW". We will not get everything served on any platter. Do not expect external saviors or to be saved by coincidences, the "Age of Aquarius" or some fairy dust of mercy by the future. This is either we do this thing ourselves or we don't.

The Final RTR has to be done mercilessly and daily, so that we are both at ease ourselves, we advance, and we also suffer less and less casualties as a planet. It takes one to only open the news to understand why. One example here is how China is becoming a dystopian place at rapid pace, tech will accelerate this. The plague of the enemy exists on the face of this world, and with their growth and handling, they are trying to undermine this world and gradually transfer all sorts of moral, mental, spiritual, and civilization-based plagues in the midst of everyone on earth.
The enemy fights every day, and they will do until the end. And they will try to do as much as they can. Plus, when reinforces arrive on one side, they may do also on the other.

Our Gods can see the future with clarity and they know what will come, but these estimates are provided we do our own end. If people drop their spiritual and activism efforts, and go to play video games all day, we are to ensure ourselves the begone of our planet and all our freedoms, without turning back.

There is no planet, no external entity, and nobody which can save or even help if people are just sleeping and pacifists. While the Gods have considerable influence in our history and have helped us, this has happened through great people who decided to do the daily work for these things. As such we live in a better world. And if these people did not exist or just deserted challenges, we would be still in some Middle Age slavery, despite of how many crafts hovered around the desolate cities in where people were locked in cages like animal serfs.

If we desert what we have to do now, when our reinforcements arrive, they will only find a wasteland and this is not intended in anyway. Our freedoms have to be supported on a daily basis, and the enemy undermines them every single day. Freedoms not defended are lost, and the same goes for attainments and every form of development.

As the enemy wakes up every morning and like a robot curses us, and curses the world and our planet, so must we, and with more loyalty, reverse these curses, and advance.

Soros will wake up just another morning in his 90's and pay more ads to fill Western nations with even more illegal people who will be used as slave labor by his tribe. Some Islamist Imam will wake up just another day to preach how the hand of a child has to be severed because they stole an apple, because this is what the "Quran" said. Another jew in Jerusalem will go about his usual day repeating again and again how all of the Gentiles are Goyim and read his amidah. Some fat leftist communist in Europe will go wake up another day to ensure that 3000 more foreigners per day are injected into Europe for the great Kalergi plan. More jew missionaries will go to Africa to preach more damnation to African people, and brainwash them as much as possible at the exchange for a few necessities for life.

And the enemy will do this whether this has an effect or not. Clearly, they have been found out, and their attempts are becoming less and less able, but this means only one thing for us: PUSH STRONGER!

And likewise, we have to do what we have to do everyday, because this is working on the highest level and the RTR puts all of the above for erasure and failure.

As a last note, keeping the problematic case of disappearance of progress aside - just think to yourself, what kind of a world we are going to have when the above is no more, and when humanity can finally advance. Both the above in conjunction are visions to have and that make it quite easy to drop any stupid thoughts aside and do what one has to do.
We have wonderful Gods, we have a wonderful world at the verge growing like a flower on a rock. The rock [enemy] can be removed, and we can plant the tree and watch it evolve in peace.

We must make this happen.

HAIL SATAN!!!